
Practice active listening. Active listening is different than just hearing
what a person has to say. A good active listener puts everything aside
and gives their complete attention to the person who is talking; asks
open-ended questions to get more details about the topic that is
being discussed (ex. “And how did that make you feel?”); and takes
moments throughout the conversation to summarise what they’ve
been told and make sure they are understanding clearly.
Don’t compare. If a friend or loved-one is going through a tough
situation and they come to you for support, you might feel tempted to
tell them about something that happened to you and how you were
able to get through it. It’s okay to share about similar experiences, but
be careful not to compare because it can make someone feel like their
pain isn’t valid. For instance, if they are telling you about a breakup,
don’t mention how you had a much harder divorce. Focus on what you
did to cope with feelings of loss or loneliness
Ask what you can do. It can be tempting to assume what would be
helpful to someone who is struggling, but it’s always better to ask
them what they need from you. If you ask and get a response like,
“nothing, I’m fine,” offer up a few suggestions for things you would be
willing to do (without being pushy). For instance, you could offer to
come sit with them and watch a movie, cook them a meal, or pick up a
few things for them at the store.
Keep your word. If you have offered your support to someone and
told them you would do something, keep your word. When a person is
struggling, the last thing they need is to feel abandoned by someone
else. If you absolutely can’t honour your promise, make a sincere
apology and find another time that you can do what you said you
would.
Don’t judge. To be truly supportive of someone, you need to put your
personal opinions and biases aside. They may be struggling because
of a mistake that they made, or you may think that they are
overreacting, but you will never know what it is truly like to be that
person in this moment, and criticism is not helpful to their recovery.
Offer to join them. When someone is going through a time of sadness
or uncertainty, their emotions can take over and leave them feeling
paralysed and unable to take care of life’s obligations. Offering to go
with someone to help them take care of responsibilities like walking
the dog, going to the grocery store, attending doctor appointments, or
picking up the dry cleaning can help them feel a sense of
accomplishment and lift their spirits.
Know when more serious help is needed. Sometimes the support that
you can offer won’t be enough. If you notice that your friend or loved-
one continues to struggle after weeks or months, they may be
showing signs of a mental health condition and likely need
professional help. Don’t be afraid to encourage them to seek help from
a mental health professional and offer to help them find a provider if
needed.
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IF YOU THINK SOMEONE THAT YOU CARE ABOUT IS STRUGGLING IT CAN BE HARD TO START A CONVERSATION
WITH THEM ABOUT WHAT IS GOING ON IN THEIR LIFE. IF A FACE-TO-FACE TALK IS TOO INTIMIDATING, YOU CAN
START WITH A TEXT MESSSAGE OR AN EMAIL.

USE THE PROMPTS BELOW TO HELP YOU THINK THROUGH WHAT SPECIFICALLY HAS HAPPENED, OR WHAT
YOU’VE NOTICED ABOUT YOUR FRIEND OR LOVED ONE THAT HAS CAUSED YOU TO BE CONCERNED ABOUT
THEM.

START THE CONVERSATION WHEN THERE IS AN OPEN WINDOW OF TIME TO HAVE AN IN-DEPTH DISCUSSION,
AND YOU WON’T HAVE TO CUT THE CONVERSATION SHORT TO TAKE CARE OF OTHER OBLIGATIONS. PLAN TO
SET ASIDE AT LEAST 30 MINUTES TO AN HOUR.

STARTING A CONVERSATION

#tools2thrive

FOR THE PAST (DAY/WEEK/MONTH/YEAR/_____________________), IT SEEMS LIKE YOU HAVE BEEN FEELING (UNLIKE
YOURSELF/SAD/ANGRY/ANXIOUS/MOODY/AGITATED/LONELY/HOPELESS/FEARFUL/OVERWHELMED/DISTRACTED/C
ONFUSED/STRESSED/RESTLESS/UNABLE TO FUNCTION OR GET OUT OF
BED/___________________________________________).

YOU SEEM TO BE STRUGGLING WITH YOUR (BREAK-UP/DIVORCE/JOB STRESS/JOB LOSS/NEW JOB/DEATH OF A
LOVED ONE/HOUSING ISSUES/DEATH OF A PET/RECENT HEALTH DIAGNOSIS/FRIENDSHIP FALLING
APART/RELATIONSHIP/FINANCES/ ______________________________________________________).

I’VE NOTICED YOUR (CHANGES IN APPETITE/CHANGES IN WEIGHT/LOSS OF INTEREST IN THINGS YOU USED TO
ENJOY/LACK OF ENERGY/INCREASED ENERGY/INABILITY TO CONCENTRATE/ALCOHOL OR DRUG USE OR
ABUSE/SELF-HARM/SKIPPING MEALS/ OVEREATING/GUILT/PARANOIA/LACK OF SLEEP/SLEEPING TOO MUCH/RISKY
SEXUAL BEHAVIOUR/OVERWHELMING SADNESS/ANGER/RAGE/ISOLATION/CUTTING/TALK OF SUICIDE/
____________________________________________________________________________).

TALKING TO YOU ABOUT THIS MAKES ME FEEL (NERVOUS/ANXIOUS/HOPEFUL/ EMBARRASSED/EMPOWERED/PRO-
ACTIVE/SELF-CONSCIOUS/GUILTY/___________________), BUT I’M TELLING YOU THIS BECAUSE (I’M WORRIED ABOUT
YOU/IT IS IMPACTING OUR RELATIONSHIP/I AM AFRAID/I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO ELSE TO DO/I DON’T KNOW IF
ANYONE ELSE HAS TALKED TO ABOUT THIS/___________________________________________).

I WOULD LIKE TO HELP YOU (TALK TO A DOCTOR OR THERAPIST/TALK TO A GUIDANCE COUNSELLOR/FIGURE OUT
WHAT TO DO/TALK ABOUT THIS LATER/CREATE A PLAN TO GET BETTER/TALK ABOUT THIS MORE/FIND A
SUPPORT GROUP/ ____________________________). WHAT CAN I DO?



While 1 in 5 people will
experience a mental illness

during their lifetime, everyone
faces challenges in life that

can impact their mental health.

Remember this weeks challenge:

Email your kindness story 
(no longer that 500 words) to

niemancl@ufs.ac.za
This can be a story of a kind act you did

for someone or that someone did for
you.

and stand a chance to win a great prize!

http://ufs.ac.za/

